w x w x Free groups 6 and finitely generated torsion-free nilpotent groups 4 w x are R RF Fp for all primes p. In 5 , Higman considered generalized free products of two finite p-groups. He showed that if the amalgamated subgroup is cyclic, then these groups are R RF Fp. However, if the amalgamated subgroup is not cyclic, then the generalized free products may not w x be R RF Fp 7, Example 2.5 . Higman's result was generalized by Kim and w x McCarron 7 , by proving that generalized free products of R RF Fp groups, amalgamating finite cyclic subgroups, are R RF Fp. They showed that amalgamated free powers of R RF Fp groups are R RF Fp if and only if the amalgamated subgroups are p-closed in the factor groups. They also showed that certain generalized free products of free or finitely generated torsion-free w x nilpotent groups, amalgamating a cyclic subgroup, are R RF Fp. In 8 , the ² residually finite p-group property of one-relator groups of the form a, b: y␣ ␤ ␣ ␦ : ² : ² : a b a b was characterized. It was shown that a ) b is R RF Fp if n m a sb < < < < < < < < and only if n s 1 or m s 1 or both m and n are p-powers. In this paper, we completely characterize the residually finite p-group property of generalized free products of free groups or finitely generated torsion-free nilpotent groups amalgamating a cycle. We also consider similar properties for tree products of finitely generated torsion-free nilpotent groups, amalw x gamating cycles. Recently, Doniz 3 showed that generalized free products of infinitely many finitely generated torsion-free nilpotent groups, amalgamating a single isolated cycle, are R RF Fp if the factors are bounded in their ranks and their nilpotent classes. Our results also extend this result.
We shall use the following notations. We write that G is R RF Fp if G is a residually finite p-group. We use N 1 G to denote that N is a normal < < then g denotes the free product length of g in G. We use g to denote < < the order of g in a group G, and n to denote the absolute value of the integer n.
PRELIMINARIES
We first note that any element of finite order in a R RF Fp group has p-power order, and generalized free products of R RF Fp groups, amalgamatw x ing finite cyclic subgroups, are always R RF Fp by 7, Theorem 4.3 . Hence, throughout this paper, we shall consider only generalized free products amalgamating infinite cyclic subgroups. We make use of the following results. 
. If g f c , then, by assumption, there ² : 
ON GENERALIZED FREE PRODUCTS OF FREE GROUPS
Although both free groups and finitely generated torsion-free nilpotent groups are R RF Fp for all p, their generalized free products behave somewhat differently. In fact, generalized free products of free groups behave slightly better than those of torsion-free nilpotent groups. We shall deal with the free groups first. 
Without loss of generality, we can assume g s a b
² : THEOREM 3.3. Let A be free and a be a maximal cycle in A. Then Ž .
² : 
ON GENERALIZED FREE PRODUCTS OF NILPOTENT GROUPS
For generalized free products of two nilpotent groups amalgamating a cyclic subgroup to be R RF Fp, we need stronger conditions than those of free groups. We begin with a simple observation. ,c s a,c s1, since a, c s 1 . This is impossible because of our < < choice of N. Therefore, n has no prime factor other than p, whence n is a p-power. 
From this we can completely characterize residual p-finiteness of generalized free products of finitely generated torsion-free nilpotent groups, amalgamating a cycle, as below. ² : 
ON TREE PRODUCTS
Let T be a tree. To each vertex¨of T assign a group G . To each edgë e assign a group G and monomorphisms ␣ and ␤ , embedding G to the e e e e vertex groups at the end of e. The tree product G of T amalgamating the edge groups is defined to be the group generated by the generators and relations of the vertex groups, together with the additional relations obtained by identifying g ␣ and g ␤ for each g g G .
e e e e e e
Tree products of R RF Fp groups are quite complicated. In fact, tree products of groups that are residually finite p-groups for all p may not be R RF Fp for any p. The following examples illustrate this point.
Ž . ² : 1 Let A, B, C be free. Let B s b, b and let a g A and c g C be   1 elements of infinite order. Let G s A ) B ) C. By Corollary 3.6, the ² : 2.7, the subgroup a ) c of G is not a residually finite p-group for 1 2 3 a sc any p. Hence G is not a residually finite p-group for any p. Similarly, sA)C. Then G is a residually finite p-group for all p.
4 w x We first make the following observation, which was also proved in 9 by a different method. 
² : ² : p-closed in A and B. If h ; B is p-closed in B, then h is p-closed in G.
² :
w x N h . So we need only consider the case g, h s 1.
² : R RF Fp and h is finite, there exists
Then g, h s 1 implies h ; b for some n. Let
When all edge groups of a tree product are cyclic, we use Ž . w x We note that 1 above was also proved in 9 . DEFINITION 5.3. Let S be a subtree of a tree T. Let H be the tree product of S. Then H is called a subtree product of the tree product G of T. If G s H, then we say that the tree product G of T is contractible to the subtree product H.
Ž . Ž . As seen in examples 1 and 2 , it is difficult to keep track of the residually finite p-group property of tree products of R RF Fp groups. The following theorem gives a partial characterization of tree products of finitely generated torsion-free nilpotent groups. 
i j ji
Finally, we consider generalized free products of infinitely many finitely generated torsion-free nilpotent groups, amalgamating a single cycle. For this, we use Above two results can be compared with main results, Theorems 1 and w x 5, in 3 .
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